
Fractional
Talent. 

Start your next chapter in your career as Fractional Talent. 
A four hour deep dive taught by the original Fractional Career
Guides,  John Arms and Jason Voiovich. 

A how-to webinar.



Why is it growing? How do businesses find you? How do you start?
How much can you earn?  Is it sustainable? All of your burning
questions about Fractional answered right out of the gate. 

What is Fractional Talent?

Learn how tot hink differently with an infinite
mindset. Fractional is different than a full time job. 

Engage your mind

Operate your fractional business 
Ideas are great, but without execution, they're just dreams. Learn the
switches and gears of operating a successful fractional business.  

Go!
At the end of this webinar you are ready to embark on your Fractional
career. Our 3-3-3 Fractional Start up plan is all the fuel you need to take
off! 
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The market needs your wisdom. 
You will learn how to deliver it.

Translate your mindset and network into dollars
with a portfolio and pipeline of clients. 

Portfolio building

Expand your network
Other people are key to your success. Learn how to
build a new and energized family of support around
you.  

Learn the fractional model 
Your career led you to fractional. But no one trained you to be
Fractional talent in the new normal. Yet. Fill those knowledge gaps
fast. 

Giving is the new getting. Treating your community as a pipeline of
people you can support is the key to success.  Karma works! 

Return the favor

Otherwise, what’s the point? Being a fractional pro
allows you more time for other things in life. Fair warning,
that's a new dimension to your career, and it takes work! 

Enjoy work again 

Reflect and recommit
Fractional is a journey, not a destination. Learn how to step
outside of your business for objectivity, optimization and growth. 



Your Instructors

Co founder of  the Voyageur University
Fractional Talent  enterprise. Jason's magic is in
course development, customer experience, and
innovation in all things Fractional. 

Jason Voiovich. 

Co founder of  the Voyageur University
Fractional Talent  enterprise. John's magic is
in fractional talent thought leadership,
advocacy and innovation in all things
Fractional. 

John Arms

https://fractionalbootcamp.com

https://fractionalbootcamp.com/

